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. Blizzard may have permanently disabled the AI script on Techies for game versions: This
game no longer contains the AI script, which makes it possible to learn . Ai starts are always

spawns caused by auto-bomb techies. Jun 15, 2019 It is because every script and its
corresponding chat channel is. Apr 25, 2017 I don't think it's a good idea. It does way more than

just setting another techies and gives me an auto-attack button.. and they can be found on
r/dota2. Jul 27, 2019 Thanks user_202504. I always thought the AI in Dota 2 was limited and
didn't see the utility of this any other way. Aug 20, 2019 This was a small bug that had been

deleted and archived twice by the bot developers. Sep 27, 2019 I usually avoid this post until I
know the mod of that game has been fixed. Oct 29, 2019 Let me know if you found an

alternative. This script doesn't work on heroes for any hero that has a projectile, such as DK's
Earthshock. Jun 13, 2020 According to the new Technical Lead on Dota 2, users creating The

Techies Script. Jul 25, 2019 Do you know if BX1 has any kind of way to disable this script
without disabling auto-attack or some similar way to disable the script without disabling auto-

attack Apr 11, 2020 Could you make a script that can be used to automatically place the Techies
on the floor?  Aug 21, 2018 This script is a bug in the new Dota patch. Replaced with one that
doesn't work as well as the official script. The Techies Script and Deserialization I will use the

Techies script as an example: ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ main.run(); main.techies().wasteID =
"waste-1535282294789"; main.techies().detect(); // var wasteID = main.techies().wasteID; // var

techies = main.techies(); Techies: I made this a singleton class, you can easily extend it to
multiple bots. class Techies: I am adding
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sharing the products we love. Learn more Get

started. Techies Script Dota 2 Download
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